
Clarence Blanchard: One  
man’s leap of faith brings jobs  
to Charlotte County
Twenty-two years ago, Clarence Blanchard saw an 
opportunity and took a leap of faith.

The result?

He and his wife Sheila built a successful business that employs 
35 full-time workers in the community where he grew up.

“This is bigger than I ever dreamed,” says Blanchard, pointing 
to the ten buildings on his 11 acre property in Pennfield. 
“When we started, I thought maybe we’d grow to six guys and 
a few customers but we’ve evolved so much more than I ever 
thought. It’s been quite amazing.”

Blanchard is the owner of Future Nets, a company that 
manufactures, cleans and services aquaculture nets. He’s one 
of the hundreds of people in the Charlotte County Region who 
make their living in aquaculture, an industry which generates 
over $270 million in revenue in New Brunswick. In Charlotte 
County, aquaculture creates 1,870 jobs – that’s 16 per cent of 
the workforce.

 “I love what I do,” says Blanchard, who was born in Black’s 
Harbour and grew up in Pennfield. “I like seeing what I create. 
I’m a hands-on kind of guy.”

Blanchard says he’s always been an entrepreneur at heart. He 
went to work when he was just seven years old.

“I used to jump on my bike and ride to the local restaurant and 
pick up lunches for some of the workers and pedal it back to the 
plant for a dime,” he says with a laugh.

When aquaculture began in Charlotte County about 30 years 
ago, Blanchard immediately saw potential and started working 
in the industry and learning net-making skills. At the time, 
many companies were buying their nets in Nova Scotia, and he 
realized opportunities existed for net-makers in the area.

He asked a local farmer if he would support him if he started 
making nets. The farmer said yes and Blanchard was off  
and running.

“Without aquaculture, I don’t know what I would be doing. 
It opened up a door and an opportunity for me. It’s allowed 
me to build a business in my community, an area that needed 
employment,” he says.

Nowadays, he talks passionately about his work and his 
plans for Future Nets. His eyes light up as he describes the 
various types of nets, what they are made of and how they are 
constructed.

“I like to think we have the best nets in the world here in the 
Bay of Fundy. We have the highest tides with the biggest 
energy. It’s wild,” he says. “And our nets withstand that.”

A typical net pen has three nets – one to keep the fish inside, 
another to keep predators like seals out and one on the top to 
keep birds out. 

In recent years, net maintenance has formed the biggest 
part of Blanchard’s business, but he plans to grow the net 
manufacturing side of his operation once again.

Blanchard says he’d like his company to develop nets that last 
longer, weigh less and require less maintenance.

“We’re looking at new equipment, new materials, new net 
designs that might make a difference for us and help our 
industry grow some more,” he says. “Just like the salmon 
farmers we serve, I keep moving forward and developing new 
technologies and innovating.”

He also uses his net-making skills to help out community 
groups as often as he can. He’s currently making six soccer nets 
that he will donate to a Saint John area group.

Blanchard recently made a significant investment in his 
business by improving his water circulation system and 
constructing wetlands next to his facilities to naturally handle 
any run-off.

“I am always trying to do things better, to improve my 
business,” he says. “I am devoted to this industry and I want to 
see it evolve. I see huge potential for this industry.”
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